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CIVIL RIGHTS AND FEDERAL COURTS: CREATING A TWO-COURSE SEQUENCE

HOWARD M. WASSERMAN*

INTRODUCTION

A student of mine once described Federal Courts (or Federal Jurisdiction, as the course is sometimes called) as “the love child of Civ Pro and Con Law.” As described in these pages last year, Federal Courts combines horizontal and vertical concerns for distribution of federal power with a concern for organization, structure, management, and operation of the courts. Part of that mix is the central theoretical and doctrinal theme of the basic structural 1L Constitutional Law course; the other part is the core of at least part of the basic 1L Civil Procedure course.

Civil Rights (or Civil Rights Litigation or Constitutional Litigation or Constitutional Torts or § 1983 Litigation) is the grandchild on this doctrinal family tree. It takes the parent and mixes some remedies, criminal procedure, individual rights (distinct from structural) constitutional law, and employment/employment discrimination into the pedagogical DNA.

Section 1983 was enacted as § 1 of the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871, Reconstruction-era legislation intended to enable Blacks and their supporters in the South to vindicate newly secured rights in the face of Klan control (or at least undue influence) over state governments and state courts. The provision creates no rights. Rather, it provides a cause of action (a vehicle) for bringing

* Associate Professor of Law, Florida International University College of Law. My thanks to the editors of the Saint Louis University Law Journal for inviting me to participate in this symposium.


3. See Sheldon H. Nahmod, Michael L. Wells, & Thomas A. Eaton, Constitutional Torts (2d ed. 2004). Jack Beerman suggests that constitutional tort litigation refers to constitutional litigation, distinct from civil rights litigation under more recent enactments, such as the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Jack Michael Beermann, Qualified Immunity and Constitutional Avoidance, ___ Sup. Ct. Rev. ___ (forthcoming 2010) (manuscript 1 n.3).

claims to remedy deprivations of “rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws” committed by any “person” acting “under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State . . . .” An elaborate, technical, nuanced, detailed, and specialized body of legal rules (statutory, constitutional, and common law) has sprung up around this relatively sparse nineteenth-century statutory language.

Federal Courts casebooks and courses typically touch four areas of core § 1983 law: action under color of law, federal-official liability under Bivens, municipal liability, and official immunities, notably executive qualified immunity. In addition, § 1983 and the process of litigating constitutional claims underlie significant Fed Courts topics, such as the Younger and Pullman abstention doctrines, the Anti-Injunction Act, the obligation of state courts to apply federal law, appealability, and state sovereign immunity. In

5. “Laws” refers to federal laws—primarily, although not exclusively, rights under the Fourteenth Amendment and the incorporated provisions of the Bill of Rights.


11. Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37, 49 (1971) (holding that federal courts cannot enjoin good-faith pending state criminal prosecution); R.R. Comm. Tex. v. Pullman Co., 312 U.S. 496, 501 (1941) (“These cases reflect a doctrine of abstention appropriate to our federal system whereby the federal courts, ‘exercising a wise discretion,’ restrain their authority because of ‘scrupulous regard for the rightful independence of the state governments’ and for the smooth working of the federal judiciary.”) (citations omitted).


short, § 1983 is a frequent (although not the sole) context in which the principles and theories of Federal Courts are put to work.16 These doctrinal rules determine the availability and success of § 1983 claims and judicial remedies for constitutional violations. Additionally, they make complete sense only when considered in the fuller context of § 1983, as opposed to being additional units in the overall survey of federal jurisdictional doctrine and structural relations between Congress and the courts.

Thus it is time to let the grandchild leave home and take its independent place in the law school curriculum. There is too much to § 1983, doctrinally and normatively, for it to be given its due merely as part of a larger class on the work of the federal courts.17 Attempting to give § 1983 sufficient depth within the larger Federal Courts class detracts from coverage of other important subjects that students should engage with and likely will not encounter elsewhere in law school. Civil Rights Litigation becomes “Applied Federal Courts,” taking the general doctrines and core principles and themes from the big course and applying them to a particular category of cases that forms a substantial portion of the business of federal courts.18 That application is best taught and learned independently and in detail in a distinct course.

I am the only full-time faculty member at my current school teaching both courses, so I want to use this paper to explain how I divide the material and why it makes pedagogical sense to do so. My goal has been to establish a two-course sequence, in which Federal Courts introduces the big-picture doctrines and the principles of the federal courts, the issues that surround and determine federal judicial jurisdiction, and the range of issues and cases landing in federal court. Civil Rights then entails a beginning-to-end examination of constitutional litigation under § 1983 and Bivens, touching on many of the same doctrines, themes, and principles, but in the narrower context of one area of common federal-court litigation.

17. The same is true for Habeas Corpus, both statutory habeas in which federal courts review state and federal convictions, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2254, 2255 (2006), and constitutional habeas that has been at the center of War-on-Terror litigation and the recent three-way power battle among Congress, the President, and the federal courts, although it cannot be covered in sufficient depth. Cf. 28 U.S.C. § 2241; Boumediene v. Bush, 553 U.S. 723 (2008); Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 548 U.S. 557 (2006). Habeas is included in many Federal Courts casebooks. See, e.g., Fallon et al., supra note 7, at 1153; Low & Jeffries, supra note 7, at 804; Redish & Sherry, supra note 7, at 585.
The Law Journal dedicated last year’s teaching issue to Federal Courts.\(^1\) It is appropriate, then, to use these same pages to consider this pedagogical and curricular offshoot. Rather than looking at what should be in a Federal Courts class and how the class should be taught, I want to focus on what should be excised from Federal Courts and spun into an independent course.

I. WHY CIVIL RIGHTS

There are several reasons that Civil Rights Litigation deserves its own course (whatever we call the course). First, there is the increased (and ever-increasing) amount, complexity, and specialization of the material, both in Federal Courts generally and in the narrower course. In the 2008–2009 Term, the Supreme Court decided a number of cases that warrant at least some mention in class discussions in a civil rights litigation course, and perhaps full treatment in subject casebooks.\(^2\) A two- to three-week cursory overview of some areas of \(\$ 1983\) as part of a broader thirteen-week discussion of the business of the federal courts does not provide full coverage or put the material in its full context. For example, most books include a major case on qualified immunity.\(^3\) But the proper approach to qualified immunity has changed twice in the last decade, demanding a significant expenditure of time to explore this evolution.\(^4\) And the significance of qualified immunity makes sense only in the overall framework of a civil rights action, particularly after consideration of whether a plaintiff had initially established a violation of her rights. Moreover, qualified immunity functions as the default defense when absolute immunities applicable to particular actors and particular conduct are not in play—but those other immunities typically are not covered in Fed Courts.\(^5\) As

\(^{1}\) See Fallon, supra note 1; Laura E. Little, Teaching Federal Courts: From Bottom Line to Mystery, 53 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 797 (2009); Wells, supra note 16.


\(^{3}\) See supra note 10 and accompanying text.


\(^{5}\) See Van de Kamp, 129 S. Ct. at 859–60, (discussing scope of absolute prosecutorial immunity); Bogan v. Scott-Harris, 523 U.S. 44, 49 (1998) (recognizing legislative immunity as
the law of § 1983 becomes more detailed and complex, it makes it difficult for Federal Courts professors to cover the material in sufficient depth or detail to have it make sense without taking time away from other general jurisdictional issues, which themselves remain the subject of constant attention, expansion, and development in courts and in Congress.24

Second, Civil Rights is not one subpart of a broader discussion of Federalism, Separation of Powers, and the judicial process as it affects the general function of the federal courts. Rather, § 1983 is a specific area of substantive federal law with its own elaborate body of substantive, jurisdictional, and procedural rules that puts those themes and principles into action. It is uniquely common business that many students will encounter in a range of professional endeavors.25 Some graduates will work as judges and many as federal law clerks, where § 1983 and Bivens claims comprise a significant portion of the docket.26 Others will work for various levels of government as lawyers, perhaps litigating civil rights claims on behalf of government and government officials. Some will become plaintiff-side trial lawyers, with civil rights litigation forming a substantial (and potentially lucrative) part of their practice.27 Some might even find themselves as § 1983 and Bivens defendants.28 All are well served by a dedicated course exploring the full scope of the doctrine and principles.

The course I envision sounds much like the litigation-oriented approach to Fed Courts that Michael Wells described in these pages last year.29 Wells begins his class with the core § 1983 material that is the crux of my Civil Rights course, using it as a bridge to explore the academic and theoretical questions at the heart of the common Federal Courts curriculum, as well as more general federal jurisdictional doctrines (standing, federal common law, applicable to all levels of state and local government); Mireles v. Waco, 502 U.S. 9, 11–12 (1992) (considering scope of judicial immunity).


25. See Wells, supra note 16, at 871–72 (arguing class time should highlight concepts students will encounter in real life legal practice).

26. See supra note 18 and accompanying text.


28. See, e.g., Padilla v. Yoo, 2009 WL 1651273, at *1–2, *4 (N.D. Cal. 2009) (denying motion to dismiss in Bivens action brought by War-on-Terror detainee against former attorney in Office of Legal Counsel). Obviously, defendants in actions implicating prosecutorial and judicial immunity will have gone to law school.

By grasping the general principles of § 1983, Wells argues, students gain the tools to grasp the power and reach of general Federal Courts principles in their real-world applications.\footnote{Id. at 861–62.}

I share Wells’s view that § 1983—understood in practical, litigation-oriented terms—is essential to understanding principles of federal judicial power and the function of the federal courts and vice versa. And I join him in rejecting the notion that the particulars of § 1983 are comparatively less significant than broad principles or scholarly ideas. But a distinct civil rights course provides the best of both worlds—the scholarly, ethereal, legal-process approach that defines the typical (including my) Federal Courts class, as well as the litigation-oriented focus on § 1983 which illustrates those principles in action. It spreads coverage across two classes, leaving two full semesters to explore both theoretical and applied approaches and to give students the benefits of each.

Third, federal litigation and the federal judiciary became significant enough to justify a stand-alone course and independent area of study only in the middle of the last century. That change corresponded temporally with an increase in the amount and scope of substantive federal law, beginning with the New Deal and picking up speed with the Warren Court and the Great Society.\footnote{Judith Resnik, Failing Faith: Adjudicatory Procedure in Decline, 53 U. CHI. L. REV. 494, 512 (1986); Carl Tobias, Public Law Litigation and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 74 CORNELL L. REV. 270, 284–85 (1989).}

Section 1983 is part of this substantive explosion. Virtually all of the material covered in Civil Rights dates from the early 1960s forward. Congress enacted § 1983 during Reconstruction,\footnote{Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167, 204 (1961).} but between 1871 and 1940, federal courts decided only twenty-one cases.\footnote{THEODORE EISENBERG, CIVIL RIGHTS LEGISLATION: CASES AND MATERIALS 65 (5th ed. 2004) (citations omitted).}

Section 1983’s emergence as a meaningful part of federal law and the work of federal courts required several post-New Deal developments: (1) wide incorporation of the Bill of Rights under the Fourteenth Amendment; (2) the Warren Court’s decision in \textit{Monroe} expansively interpreting the concept of action “under color” of state law and recognizing § 1983 as a primary right of action in federal court, even as to conduct that might also violate state law;\footnote{See Monroe, 365 U.S. at 183; Myriam E. Gilles, Police, Race and Crime in 1950s Chicago: Monroe v. Pape as Legal Noir, in CIVIL RIGHTS STORIES 41, 53–54 (Myriam E. Gilles & Risa L. Goluboff, eds. 2008).} and (3) the \textit{Bivens} decision ten years later recognizing a direct constitutional action for damages against

\footnote{Id. at 867.}

\footnote{See Monroe, 365 U.S. at 183; Myriam E. Gilles, Police, Race and Crime in 1950s Chicago: Monroe v. Pape as Legal Noir, in CIVIL RIGHTS STORIES 41, 53–54 (Myriam E. Gilles & Risa L. Goluboff, eds. 2008).}
federal officers. Judicial recognition of private damages litigation as a primary vehicle for enforcing constitutional rights made the study of that vehicle a necessary part of the law school curriculum. The subsequent pullback on many important issues becomes fodder for further exploration of the substantive landscape.

Finally, although both courses touch on similar ideas, principles, and themes, their respective focuses differ. As Arthur Hellmann argued in these pages last year, the focus in Federal Courts is structural and institutional; principles are examined from the point of view of Congress and the courts as “institutions of governance.” Federal Courts is primarily about the institutional relationships between Congress and the federal courts or between federal courts and state courts—when federal courts can and should act, when Congress can control when or how federal courts can act, and when federal courts can control what states or Congress do. In discussing federalism and separation of powers, the material often speaks of federal “interests,” reflecting a concern for whether it is in the institutional interests of the federal government and federal law to have a class of cases in federal court and which federal institution gets to make that choice.

The theme in Civil Rights Litigation is individual—usually constitutionally based—rights and the process of enforcing and vindicating those rights. The federal “interest” in having the case litigated and decided in federal court is less institutional and more individual, resting with the plaintiff whose constitutional rights allegedly have been infringed and who seeks judicial relief and remedy. The concern is for the plaintiff and what she must do to vindicate her rights—what she must plead and prove in her case, what defenses and procedural hurdles she must overcome, and what remedies she may obtain if successful. There often is concern for bottom-line results—did the plaintiff/rights-holder prevail, and, if she did not, have her “rights been enforced?” Does civil rights doctrine and practice match the theory that for

37. See id. at 410 (Harlan, J., concurring) (“For people in Bivens’ shoes, it is damages or nothing.”); Monroe, 365 U.S. at 183.
40. See Empire Healthchoice Assurance, Inc. v. McVeigh, 547 U.S. 677, 692 (2006) (citations omitted); Grable & Sons Metal Prods., Inc. v. Darue Eng’g & Mfg., 545 U.S. 308, 313–14 (2005) (“It has in fact become a constant refrain in such cases that federal jurisdiction demands not only a contested federal issue, but a substantial one, indicating a serious federal interest in claiming the advantages thought to be inherent in a federal forum.”).
41. Infra Part II.
every right there is a remedy? To the extent it engages the same structural and institutional debates about the judicial role and the balance of power between Congress and the courts or between federal courts and state courts, the focus remains squarely on how those disputes affect individual-rights claimants and vindication of their constitutional liberties.

Consider, for example, one topic covered in both courses—parity between federal and state courts and Burt Neuborne’s seminal article, The Myth of Parity. Parity provides the logical support for the various federal abstention doctrines. The discussion of parity in Federal Courts is institutional—it considers the structural issues that distinguish federal from state courts and the federalist balance; the historical fact that state courts were (and were expected to be) primary courts of original jurisdiction and the structural-federalism concerns that raised; and the fact that concerns about state courts’ respect for federal law date to the Founding and early days of the Constitution, long before the Warren Court’s “rights revolution.” The discussion in Civil Rights is narrower and exclusively modern: the question is whether parity exists for vindicating individual federal constitutional rights, what it means for courts to vindicate rights, and how concerns for individual (as opposed to structural) rights dictate forum allocation choices.

It is not surprising that § 1983 has quickly become such a major part of the federal judicial docket that Federal Courts no longer can give full and meaningful pedagogical consideration to this area. The material demands its own, more practically oriented course.

II. TEACHING CIVIL RIGHTS

The question is what material to cover in Civil Rights—a course designed to give a complete presentation of the doctrinal and policy issues in § 1983, going into far greater detail than in the typical Federal Courts class. The course is best divided into seven subjects, roughly following the chronological flow of issues arising in a typical § 1983 action. Most of the main casebooks are organized (in varying order) along these major subjects.


A. Basic Elements of Constitutional Claims: State Action

We begin with claims against individual officers and the requirement that the defendant act “under color” of state law, which roughly corresponds to the state action requirement of the Fourteenth Amendment. We start with Monroe and its expansive interpretation of the concept to reach public officials whose conduct violates state law but who nevertheless were “clothed” with the authority (or apparent authority) of state law such that their actions were “made possible” only by their positions under state law.

We then turn to a different state action issue—when private individuals or entities are deemed to act under color of state law by virtue of some joint or coordinated action with government, such that the private entity becomes subject to constitutional liability. This doctrine was particularly vigorous during the Civil Rights Era, although it has made something of a comeback in recent years. The recent trend towards privatizing governmental functions has increased the issue’s significance.

While many Federal Courts casebooks include Monroe as a major case, a full discussion of the “under color” element is beyond the scope of that class. But it is central to a complete understanding of constitutional litigation: who can (and should) be sued for a constitutional violation, and who is subject to constitutional limits and possible constitutional liability.

B. Basic Elements of Constitutional Claims: Rights, Privileges, and Immunities

The second element of a § 1983 claim is a deprivation of a “right[, privilege, or immunity secured by the Constitution and laws.” The starting point is Fourteenth Amendment substantive due process, including incorporated Bill of Rights provisions against state and local governments, as well as liability for tort-like outrageous executive misconduct. Then comes...

procedural due process, with particular consideration of underlying structural federalism issues and the effect of available post-deprivation state judicial remedies on federal due process claims. 52 The connection between due process and state remedies makes these claims different than other constitutional-rights claims, as to which the availability of state-law remedies is irrelevant. 53

Next, we consider the “and laws” language of § 1983 and its use to vindicate violations of federal statutes, which raises unique issues of separation of powers. 54 Finally, we consider the relationship between § 1983 constitutional claims and other federal civil rights statutes and when a substance-specific statute, often containing its own detailed remedial scheme, precludes a constitutional claim (under Bivens or § 1983) for the same conduct. 55

C. Claims Against Federal Officials

We briefly detour to discuss Bivens, the judge-made federal parallel to § 1983. 56 This section covers the Court’s decision in Bivens itself, as well as recent cases applying the “factors counseling hesitation” concept to limit availability of Bivens actions in many circumstances. 57 One key point here is the disconnect between the claims that can be pursued against state and local officers under § 1983 as opposed to against federal officers; underlying that is the issue of the relative powers of Congress and courts and which is the appropriate source of any cause of action for pursuing constitutional claims.

D. Individual Officer Defenses

The focus of the course then shifts from plaintiff to defendant by introducing the immunity defenses available to all individual, state, and federal

officer defendants—absolute legislative, judicial, and prosecutorial immunity, as well as the default executive qualified immunity. These affirmative defenses are the flipside to the elements of the plaintiff’s claim; they apply only when the plaintiff has established (or at least pled) a violation of rights under color of law that should entitle her to recovery.

E. Governmental Liability

The course then moves from claims against individual officer defendants to claims against governmental-entity defendants, with different rules applying to different levels of government.

For local governments, this means Monell and the Byzantine doctrine of municipal liability. Government is not subject to vicarious liability merely because one of its officers acts in an unconstitutional manner. A local government is liable for misconduct occurring pursuant to formal policy established by a policymaker, for conduct engaged in by a “policymaker,” or for deliberate failure of policymakers to train, supervise, control, or otherwise manage their inferior officers.

For state governments, this discussion leads to the Eleventh Amendment and state sovereign immunity, another subject typically covered in depth in Federal Courts. This overlap presents a dilemma I am still working through. One approach is to excise sovereign immunity entirely from Federal Courts (beyond a brief primer) and place the entire subject into Civil Rights. At some level this makes sense because the real Eleventh Amendment action now centers on the scope of Congress’ powers under § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, making it a clean fit for a course on litigating constitutional and statutory public law rights. And § 1983/Bivens and Ex Parte Young share a common theme—litigation is targeted primarily at individual officers.

66. See supra Part II.C.
("persons") rather than government entities. Alternatively, we could cover the Eleventh Amendment in both classes, but narrow the focus in Civil Rights. Following a broad overview of the Eleventh Amendment,68 Civil Rights would examine the link between the Eleventh Amendment and constitutional litigation, including whether states are “persons” subject to suit under § 1983,69 the extent to which states can be directly sued and held liable for constitutional violations,70 and the role of *Ex Parte Young*.

We finish this part with two issues that bridge pure individual liability with entity liability. The first is supervisory liability and the rules for holding higher-level officials individually responsible for the misconduct of their underlings on the ground.71 The second is the often-difficult task of dividing and distinguishing state from local government and local government functions. Litigants and courts often must determine whether a particular officer defendant works for local government (in which case the government entity might be liable on a *Monell* claim, on a proper showing) or for the state (in which case entity liability is unavailable).72 The second is an important aspect of Eleventh Amendment doctrine, but again is understandable only within the full context of a focus on § 1983.

**F. Procedural Hurdles**

The next part of the course examines a series of procedural hurdles that plaintiffs must overcome to prevail on § 1983 actions. Some of these hurdles are covered in Federal Courts, others are not. Again, however, the key is the contextualized and practical coverage in the stand-alone course. If the overriding theme of Civil Rights is how individuals vindicate (or do not vindicate) constitutional rights, this section considers the many unexpected hurdles to that vindication.

First is the requirement of exhaustion of state judicial and administrative remedies as a prerequisite to bringing federal constitutional claims.73 Second is the doctrine of *Heck v. Humphrey*,74 and whether particular constitutional rights can be asserted through § 1983 (which does not require exhaustion of state remedies) or must be asserted only through Habeas Corpus (which does

---


require exhaustion of state processes). This triggers an important side
discussion on the effectiveness of § 1983 as a vehicle for remediing
constitutional violations occurring within state criminal proceedings, especially
for violations leading to wrongful convictions and claims of actual innocence.
It also requires a brief lecture on the contours of Habeas Corpus.

Next comes issue and claim preclusion and the extent to which legal and
factual conclusions in state proceedings (civil, criminal, or administrative) are
binding on a subsequent federal constitutional claim brought in federal court.
This allows discussion of litigation strategy, the overlap between federal and
state claims, and the right (and occasional need) to bring claims together in one
action in some court. Lastly, we examine the intersection of all these
procedural issues, as well as statutes of limitations, through the decision in
Wallace v. Kato, which considered the accrual date and timeliness of Fourth
Amendment claims in an actual-innocence/wrongful prosecution case.

The next procedural hurdle is abstention, covered in great detail in Federal
Courts and more narrowly here. Consider several important points about
covering abstention in Civil Rights. First, there is some debate among teachers
as to whether abstention should be covered in the course, and only one of the
major casebooks includes it. Second, discussion can be limited only to the
two abstention doctrines most frequently in play in § 1983 litigation—Pullman
and Younger. Third, the discussion in Civil Rights ties the conversation less
to the structural question of the judicial power to abstain and more tightly to the
history and purpose of § 1983, Congress’ intent in creating that litigation
vehicle, and whether abstention is consistent with that statutory purpose.
Finally, abstention permits discussion of unique procedural issues related to

75. Id. at 480–81.
76. Habeas is included in some Civil Rights casebooks. See, e.g., Eisenberg, supra note 34, at 427. It is similarly specialized and complicated—too much for full inclusion in this course beyond a basic outline lecture that enables students to see the connections between habeas and § 1983 as vehicles for pressing federal constitutional claims. Again, I believe Habeas demands its own third course, independent of both Federal Courts and Civil Rights Litigation. See supra note 17 and accompanying text.
79. See Eisenberg, supra note 34, at 547. A second Civil Rights book is an offshoot of the Low & Jeffries Federal Courts casebook. See John C. Jeffries, Jr., Pamela S. Karlan, Peter W. Low & George A. Rutherford, Civil Rights Actions: Enforcing the Constitution (2d ed. 2007). This book does not include abstention, but the publishers permit teachers to pull material from one book to use with the other. Id. at iii–xviii.
80. See Wells, supra note 16, at 1097–98.
prospective relief under § 1983, including declaratory judgments\textsuperscript{81} and three-judge district courts.\textsuperscript{82}

\textbf{G. Remedies}

We finish the course with the remedies that a plaintiff can recover if she proves the elements of her basic claim and overcomes the immunity defenses and procedural hurdles—in other words, after everything we have discussed up to this point of the course. Remedies include damages, attorneys’ fees, and injunctive relief (including structural or positive institutional-reform injunctions), all considered in light of the policies of § 1983 litigation. For example, we consider that there is no recovery for the intrinsic value of constitutional rights, meaning big money is not in play in many actions and plaintiffs often are limited to nominal damages.\textsuperscript{83} In considering attorneys’ fees, we discuss the concept of the “Private Attorney General” and the congressional goal and public benefit derived from increasing civil rights enforcement through individual damages litigation.\textsuperscript{84} We also consider the extent to which attorneys’ fees have become an intrinsically valuable remedy that imposes its own deterrence on government misconduct.

\textbf{III. CONCLUSION: CONNECTING FEDERAL COURTS AND CIVIL RIGHTS}

Because I teach both courses, my interest in Civil Rights Litigation affects my approach to Federal Courts and vice versa. My goal is to avoid unnecessary redundancy and to create a genuine two-course sequence with distinct parts and themes, while making both work as stand-alone courses. To the extent possible, I cover none of the core Civil Rights material described in Part II in my Federal Courts class, leaving it entirely for Civil Rights. I ignore the details of § 1983, \textit{Bivens}, individual immunity, and \textit{Monell}. I teach abstention in both classes, but more broadly in Federal Courts, covering all abstention doctrines, not only those typically applicable to § 1983 litigation. Most recently, I entirely omitted the Eleventh Amendment from Federal Courts. That last move was less about overlap and repetition than about the need for more time


\textsuperscript{82} Id. § 2284; Michael E. Solimine, \textit{Congress, Ex Parte Young, and the Fate of the Three-Judge District Court}, 70 U. PITT. L. REV. 101 (2008).


in Federal Courts to cover other material. But the topic becomes expendable precisely because Civil Rights is in the curriculum to pick up the slack.85

The final issue is sequencing. Pedagogically, my inclination is to move from the general to the specific, so I recommend that students take Federal Courts to be introduced to the doctrine, principles, and themes before looking at them in the specific § 1983 context.86 On the other hand, Wells argues that understanding specific § 1983 doctrine enables students to better grasp the general ethereal principles and concepts of Federal Courts, meaning students will get more out of the theory of Federal Courts if they have seen the principles in action in the specific course first.87

Ultimately, sequencing matters less than the broader point that Civil Rights Litigation must have space alongside Federal Courts in the law school curriculum. Both should be part of pedagogical immersion in the world of federal public law litigation for all students interested in clerking, in practicing public law and constitutional litigation in federal court, or simply in understanding the process for vindicating civil rights.

85. In Fed Courts, I assigned a five-page primer on the doctrine and did a ten-minute summary lecture that largely served as a trailer for the civil rights course or a basic grounding for Bar Review.
87. Id. at 867.